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In my 25 years of work within the Special Needs field - 
which by some of my colleagues is still considered not 
much more than a “Dog Watch” ** the rate of change 
and opportunities have never been greater or more 
exciting.

From iPads to EyeGaze – the iPad continues to grow 
in popularity and with the addition of “Switch Control” 
from Apple ( who I feel must be commended for 
actually incorporating switch access into the OS ) its 
use is becoming a vital part of many students learning 
journey. See pages 3 – 7 for our range of products to 
assist you. Also EyeGaze has become a very interesting 
“new” and now affordable tool for AT users. We are 
seeing that EyeGaze can, with the right tools, not only 
be an exciting new input device for students with either 
physical or intellectual difficulties, but also it can be used 
for teachers and therapist to gain invaluable insight into 
what a student is visually processing.  See pages 10 – 11 
for our software with built in analytics.

With the introduction of these exciting technologies 
there often comes a new and unique set of challenges to 
overcome. The success of any new device depends on 
many factors, but two main factors that we always give 
huge consideration to are:

1. It must meet the needs of the end user – fairly obvious.

2. It must be easy to understand for everybody who is 
involved - you would think as obvious but sometimes 
overlooked (if you don’t believe me check the stock 
room cupboard - I’m sure you will find something 
gathering dust because “it is just too complicated!”)

Here at Inclusive we have been working hard to continue 
to bring you meaningful solutions that fit the above 
criteria. Only when the whole team is involved and 
comfortable can these new technologies become an 
integral and beneficial part of a structured program of 
development for the student.

We are here to help and assist you, please feel free to 
contact us to discuss your particular needs in detail.

Nigel Wallace

**($50 InclusiveTLC gift voucher for the 1st 25 people 
who can work out my previous occupation – send your 
reply to nigel@inclusivetlc.com)
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Welcome

Switch Access
These icons show if, and the area of focus, our software has 
regarding switch access.

Switch accessible software

Software with switch timing activities

Software for choosing with switches 

Software with cause & effect activities

Shipping Charges (contiguous USA)
$1 - $150 = $10
$151 - $500 = $15
$501 - $1000 = $20
For orders of $1001 and above, shipping is 2% of the order value.
The exceptions are: Touchscreen Monitors - $20 each.
Touch PC systems - $50 each.
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Switch Access

The all new APPlicator is a Bluetooth Switch Interface that 
has been specifically designed for the AT Market. Careful 
consideration of the needs of switch users has resulted in a 
device that provides both ease of use and great functionality in 
one single unit.

Access your (switch accessible) Apps with up to 4 switches or 
with a “tap” of a button go into “Quick-Media Mode” and use 
the same 4 switches to control your audio library.

Accessing your Apps is simple:
• Pair APPlicator with your iPad by selecting it in the 

Bluetooth menu (no PIN entry required).
• Connect any wired switches to one of the four, 

programmable, switch inputs.
• Switch sockets default to the most commonly used 

settings so the APPlicator works straight out of the box.

Accessing your Music Playlist is even simpler:
• Press the Quick Media Mode button for preconfigured 

access to: play/pause, skip forward, skip back and Timed 
Play - 10 seconds (ideal for cause and effect or reluctant 
switch users)

Fully compatible with iOS Switch Control:
• Scan using the iOS Switch Control feature for access to 

Apps, Music, iBooks, internet, email and more
• New iOS Switch Control “Mode” functions added to 

enhance the switch user’s experience. 

Features:
• Four 3.5mm sockets for wired switches.
• Small footprint (3.5”x 2.5” x 0.75”)
• 64 feet operating range.
• Pairs directly through Bluetooth 2.1 without PIN number 

entry.
• Integral button allows on-screen keyboard to be deployed 

or hidden at any time.
• Rechargeable lithium-ion battery via supplied USB lead.
• Built-in display for easy programing
• Programmable functions include 24 mouse/keyboard 

commands as well as full music controls.

* Works with iPad®, iPad® mini, iPod® (3rd generation and later), iPhone® 
(iOS 5.0 onwards).

Quick Media Mode Button

Connect up-to 4 
connectors

Switch function 
programing button

On-Screen Keyboard 
Show/Hide Button

Switch Interface for iPads
The iPad was not originally intended to be accessed with switches, and even with the introduction 
of “iOS Switch Control”, there still remains a need for an “Interface” whose job is to convert the 
switch press into something the iDevice will understand. However one size does not fit all. Here 
are some excellent Interface choices; the right one for you is dependent on your individual needs. 
Please feel free to contact us if you wish to discuss your particular needs in more detail.

APPlicator 
Simple to set up with 

full functionality

AP41 Applicator $165

AP41-BL Applicator & 2 large smoothies $235

AP41-BS Applicator & 2 small smoothies $235

AP45 Applicator - 5 Pack $795
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Switch Access

iSwitch provides comprehensive scanning switch access to all 
switch accessible Apps and the Switch Control feature built in to 
the latest iDevices iOS.

iSwitch allows for fast and simple wireless connection to an 
iDevice using Bluetooth 2.1.

Fully compatible with iOS Switch Control:
• Scan using the iOS Switch Control feature for access to 

Apps, Music, iBooks, internet, email and more
• New iOS Switch Control “Mode” functions added to 

enhance the switch user’s experience. 

Features:
• Small footprint (only 3”) and low profile.
• Built-in switch with light touch activation.
• Option for two additional wired switches.
• Access to all switch accessible Apps and Switch Control 

options in iOS7.

• Access to music, media, still and video photography.
• 24 Pre-Programmed mouse/keyboard commands.
• Rechargeable lithium-ion battery
• Choice of colored tops (Red, Yellow, Blue, and Green).
• Works with iPad®, iPad® mini, iPod® (3rd generation and 

later), iPhone® (iOS 5.0 onwards).

iSwitch - Switch Access for iDevices
The iSwitch is a new Bluetooth switch and interface in one unit. The iSwitch maintains a small 
footprint with a built in low profile 3” switch. There are also two programmable switch ports, for 
additional wired switches, to provide a full range of multi-switch options. 

IS91 iSwitch red $165

IS92 iSwitch green $165

IS93 iSwitch blue $165

IS94 iSwitch yellow $165

Available colors:

See Web Site for more details 
and “special offers”

Small in Size,  
Powerful in Performance
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Switch2Scan uses either the 
Voiceover feature available (ideal 
for the original iPad where Switch 
Control is not available) or the 
new Switch Control feature, 
available in iOS 7+. Whichever 
you choose, Switch2Scan makes 
scanning the user interface 
simple.

• Manual and automatic scanning modes.
• Forward and backward scanning.
• On-screen keyboard scanning.
• Four scanning speed options.
• QuickAccess mode.
• iBooks mode with page-turner.
• Integral button to deploy or hide the on-screen keyboard.
• Integral, rechargeable lithium-ion battery via USB lead 

(supplied).
• Pairs directly with iPad through Bluetooth 2.1 without PIN 

number entry.
• Works with iPad®, iPad® mini, iPod® (3rd generation and 

later) and iPhone® (iOS 5.0 onwards).
• 20 metres (64 feet) operating range.

SimplyWorks® for iPad is a 
innovative interface providing 
comprehensive SimplyWork® 
switch, joystick, and keyboard 
access to all iPad® functions 
including Apps, Music and 
Media, iBooks®, internet 
(Safari®), email, data entry, and 
photography.

Allows up to six SimplyWorks® input devices (see pages  
15 – 16) to be paired with a single iPad (or iPad mini) without 
any restriction on the mix of devices.

• 100% Wireless connectivity for iPad, and iPad mini access.
• Proportional scanning (using SimplyWorks Joystick).
• Forward and Backward scanning.
• On-Screen keyboard scanning, and full Keyboard 

Functionality.
• Integral button to deploy or hide the on-screen keyboard.
• iBooks mode with page-turner.
• Integral, rechargeable lithium-ion battery via USB lead 

(supplied).
• Pairs directly with iPad through Bluetooth 2.1 without PIN 

number entry.
• 64 feet operating range.
• Small footprint (3.5in x 2.5in x 0.75in).

Switch Access

J-Pad is a unique, highly intuitive joystick interface providing 
comprehensive switch access to all iPad functions – including 
Apps, music and media, iBooks, still and video photography, 
on-screen keyboard entry and much more.

Connecting wirelessly to the iPad using Bluetooth, J-Pad is 
simple to set-up and easy to use. Includes optional touch-
sensitive buttons to launch and close Apps and also provides 
two sockets to connect up to two wired switches.

J-Pad now includes a special mode to make it easier to set up 
iOS Switch Control.

• Ideal access device for iOS Switch Control scanning.
• Unique line by line scanning facility.
• Fully supports iBooks page turning.
• Wireless operation via Bluetooth
• Optional touch-sensor buttons, or plug in  

external switches.
• Integral, rechargeable lithium-ion battery.
• Works with iPad (all types inc. mini), iPod Touch  

(3rd and 4th generation) and iPhone  
(3GS, 4 and later).

J-Pad - Joystick For iPad 
Unique Joystick controlled line by line Scanning

JP41 J-Pad - i-Pad Interface $275

Switch2Scan 
Add switch access to the Original iPad

SimplyWorks for iPad 
Bring the versatility of SimplyWorks to the iPad

SC41 Switch2Scan iPad S/w Interface $180 SI41 SimplyWorks for iPad $195
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iPad Mounting

Table Top Suction 
Mount for iPad

iSlope

SL40 iSlope - iPad Stand $49

IP65 Table Top Suction for iPad2/3/4 $79

This product provides strong 
and stable mounting for your 
iPad2/3/4, in either portrait 
or landscape orientation. The 
cradle securely holds the iPad 
steady while it’s in use and still 
provides access to all controls 
and jacks. iPad not included.

The iSlope is a strong, lightweight, robust stand for an iPad or 
other tablet device. Its angled design allows for easy use and 
encourages correct posture for the user. The iSlope is large 
enough to accommodate a Big Grips or other protective case, 
and its non-slip surface and base support additional protection.  
Its stackable design permits easy storage in the classroom. 

Inclusive iPad Mounts

Ensuring that the iPad is correctly positioned is crucial to making the iPad easily accessible. 
New iPad versions are coming out all the time, we endeavor to provide solutions to each 
of these new version as soon as we can. Here are our 5 currently most popular mounting 
systems.

Holder with
Clamp
A wide range of adjustment, 
the mounting clamp can be 
fastened onto a round bar or 
table edge.

Gooseneck
Flexible gooseneck arm for easy 
positioning with clamp that can fit 
round bars or a table edge.

Holder with Variable 
Friction Arm
The most flexible solution using the 
VFA arm which gives a wide range of 
adjustment and reach – even upside down. 
Can be clamped to round bars or table 
edges. 

IP67 Holder with Clamp for iPad2/3/4 $75

IP64 Gooseneck for iPad2/3/4 $160

IP64-A Gooseneck for iPad Air $160

IP61 Holder with VFA for iPad2/3/4 $260

IP61-A Holder with VFA for iPad Air $260

For full range of mounting and protective case solutions see 
www.inclusivetlc.com
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Protective Cases

BG20 Big Grip Frame for iPad 2,3 &4 (state color) $35

BG20-C Big Grip Frame/Stand Combo for iPad 2,3 & 4 
(state color)

$50

BG30 Big Grip Stand (state color) $25

BG40 Big Grip Frame for iPad Air (state color) $35

BG40-C Big Grip Frame/Stand Combo for iPad Air 
(state color)

$50

GS20 Scribe - Case and Keyboard (State color) $90

Protect your iPad in the classroom  
with Big Grips Frames and Stands

Big Grips are lightweight, durable, easy to clean and hold and are made from a soft squishy foam. A matching stand 
is available allowing you to position your iPad at a variety of angles.

A protective case for the iPad 2, 3, 4 or Air – lightweight, 
durable, easy to clean, easy to grab, comfortable to hold! 
That means fewer slips, drops and tumbles - and plenty of 
cushioning just in case. Matching stand available. iPad not 
included.

• Easy to clean, durable and lightweight.
• Resistant to oils, chemicals, stains, moulds and germs.
• Easy access to all ports and controls.
• BPA, lead, latex, phthalate and PVC free.

Coming 

soon for 

iPad Air 2!

Gripcase Scribe

Gripcase

The Scribe offers the unparalleled 
protection, handling, and portability 
provided by Gripcase’s EVA foam 
design. The oversized, Bluetooth 
keyboard supports efficient and 
accurate typing, and it neatly clips into 
the case to act as a screen protector 
when not in use. An integrated stylus 
is also included, as well as a convenient, built-in foldaway 
stand. The Scribe also features Sound Forward design, directing 
the unique echo-chamber speakers towards the user for 
improved sound quality. Available in Blue, Red and Black.

Gripcase is the ultimate case for 
maximum protection, handling, 
and portability.  Its EVA foam 
construction is child-friendly in its 
lightweight, washable, and durable 
design. Shock absorbent safety 
bumpers protect the glass during 
front impact, and crush zone corners redirect impact force away 
from the device. Its patented 4-handle design makes usage 
easy in both portrait and landscape modes.

GC21 Grip Case - iPad2/3/4 (state color) $40

GC41 Grip Case - iPad Air (state color) $40

HP20 Hipster - Carry Case $49

Hipster (for Big Grips)

Travel more and worry less with this incredibly versatile carry 
bag for the Big Grips Frame range of products. The Big Grips 
Hipster allows for easy access to your tablet and provides 
plenty of pockets for accessories. 

GC31 Grip Case Stand (Black) $20

Gripcase Stand

Designed exclusively to work with the Gripcase, this  
wide, rubber base stabilizes the tablet device in all landscape, 
portrait, and typing positions
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Eye Gaze Systems

myGaze Assistive System
The new standard for easy and affordable gaze control.

The myGaze Eye Tracker, a state of the art access device 
that tracks where your eyes are looking and turns that into 
computer control! 

• Works with any assistive and mouse driven software.
• Works with all eye colors and most lighting conditions.
• Small and portable - easily transported between 

computers at home or school.
• Can be used across any Windows devices with 10" - 22" 

screens.
• A product of 20 years of research and development.

myGaze Eye Tracker
Who is it for? 
myGaze Assistive can be used with many children and adults 
with conditions such as;

• Physical Difficulties.
• Communication Difficulties.
• Intellectual Difficulties.
• ALS and Multiple Sclerosis.
• Cerebral Palsy and Rett Syndrome.
• Autistic Spectrum Disorder.

The myGaze system is designed for simplicity and ease of use, suited for those new to eye gaze and for use with all levels of 
ability. You no longer need specialist support and training to get started. Launch one application and follow the simple 3 step 
guide to set up in seconds!

•  No screen measuring or training required to use, designed to be intelligent and intuitive.
•  A simple 3 step guide to position, calibrate and choose your mouse function enables you to get set up and start using in seconds.
•  0-point or an easy 1-point calibration gives great functional accuracy for users with limited attention skills.  
• Also offers up to 9-point calibration for pixel accuracy.
•  98% of users never require customer support.

Position - use the intuitive "glasses" guide 
to quickly gain optimum positioning for eye 
gaze.

Calibrate - an immediate one point 
calibration gives great functional accuracy 
for most users.

Go - Choose the cursor function 
and dwell settings you want and 
you are ready to eye gaze!

EG50 Eye Gaze - myGaze Tracker $1495
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Eye Gaze Systems

What’s included?

EG51 Eye Gaze - EyeGaze Foundations $1695

Universal - myGaze Eye Tracker works with any software.

 Affordable - High quality and low cost for schools & families.

Easy to Use - Unique 3 step process takes seconds

to set up for individuals. No training required.

Portable - Easily transported between computers

in the home or at school.

 Progression -18 carefully graded activities designed to assess 
and teach early eye gaze skills.

Analysis - Powerful real-time video, heat map and line trace 
recording and printable reporting.

Let your eyes take control.
All you need to get started  
with eye gaze access.

Order the Inclusive Eye Gaze 
Foundations pack today and 

bring the benefits of eye gaze 

to more of your students.

To know more about EyeGaze visit 

www.inclusiveTLC.com

This package has been specially designed by Inclusive Technology to meet the needs of teachers, 
therapists and carers working with students with physical difficulties, cerebral palsy, visual 
impairment, intellectual difficulties, autistic spectrum disorder and communication difficulties.

Attention and Looking 
software (see page 10)

Eye Tracker and 
EyeMouse Software 

(see page 8)
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Eye Gaze Systems

Attention and Looking

Exploring and Playing

These fun and meaningful activities can be used with all 
children on their first steps with eye gaze. They provide a 
progression of skills from experiential and cause and effect 
to targeting, and include customizable activities to cater for 
specific interests and motivations.
Powerful, but simple to use analysis and record keeping tools 
help you to assess initial skills and keep accurate records of 
progress.

Tracking – What are you looking at?
• ‘Eye-catching’ activities designed to attract attention and 

encourage you to look at and follow images on screen.
• Assessment of eye movement patterns, visual attention, 

preferences and discrimination skills.
•  Graded teaching of tracking skills – magic animations to 

encourage purposeful looking and tracking.

Fixating – Are you looking?
• Fun and meaningful activities that provide immediate 

success and feedback. Use the mouse pointer to interact, 
paint and reveal.

• Motivating activities designed to encourage you to look 
and keep looking at the screen.

• Assessment of visual attention and fixation skills.
• Graded teaching of dwell click skills for single targets.

Locating – Looking around
• Fun and meaningful activities that provide immediate 

success and feedback. Use the mouse pointer to interact, 
paint and reveal.

• Assessment of visual scanning skills and ability to use 
the mouse cursor to explore the screen.

• Graded teaching of using mouse cursor movement in a 
purposeful way. 

EG10 A&L Single User Activation Code $295

EG11 A&L 5 User Activation Code $590

EG12 A&L 10 User Activation Code $885

18 fun packed games and exploring opportunities to play 
on your own and with friends. Assess and improve your 
targeting and access skills and progress from cause and effect 
to early choice making. Learn to take turns or do just what 
you want. You can even make your own music machine!

Take Turns
• Introduce concept of choosing from more than 1 item 

on a screen. Includes sequential, forced order and two 
player access.

• Develop dwell select skills of 2+ large targets.
• Teach turn taking concepts; take turns to interact, take 

turns to do a job, take turns to play a game.

Explore
• A progression of easy to access targeting activities.
• Develop dwell select skills with 4 – 8+ targets and 

introduce select and drag access.
• Teach purposeful exploration of the screen and early 

control skills.

Choose Anything
• Introduce choice making with multiple errorless choices.
• Develop and reinforce multiple target access skills.
• Teach early choice making skills and provide 

opportunities to express preferences in an error free 
environment.

EG20 E&P Single User Activation Code $295

EG21 E&P 5 User Activation Code $590

EG22 E&P 10 User Activation Code $885

This product is delivered via Download – please provide  
Email address with order.

This product is delivered via Download – please provide  
Email address with order.

Attention and Looking

Exploring and Playing
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Eye Gaze Systems

EG40 LCB Single User Activation Code $799

EG41 LCB 5 User Activation Code $1595

EG12 LCB 10 User Activation Code $2389

EG30 C&L Single User Activation Code $295

EG31 C&L 5 User Activation Code $590

EG32 C&L 10 User Activation Code $885

Buy all 3 
titles and 

save!

Prepare eye gaze users for further communication and learning 
activities by developing choice making and access skills. 
Includes 18+ motivating and meaningful activities that are 
designed to develop;

• Understanding of early language and learning concepts.
• Expressive skills – show preferences, give commands and 

express opinions.
• Accuracy of targeting, clicking and drag and drop access.
• Add your own pictures and sounds to extend the activities 

to your specific communication and curriculum needs.
Preferred Choices

• Introducing a cognitive or decision making element to 
choosing with easy access targets. Preparation for simple 
quiz access e.g. ChooseIt! Maker.

• Assessment of early concept understanding and decision 
making abilities.

• Teaching decision making skills using early concepts 
and giving opportunities to show preferences with 
consequences.

Linear Choices
• Introducing multiple choices presented one at a time for 

easy decision making. Preparation for simple book access.
• Assessment of choice making skills.
• Teaching ‘scrolling’ through choices and simple decision 

making.

Multiple Choices
• All activities have a cognitive or decision making element 

to choosing with multiple targets. Including dwell click and 
click and drag access. Preparation for word or symbol grids 
access.

• Assessment of choice making skills with multiple choices.
• Teaching categorization skills and making choices to 

communicate and learn

Choosing and Learning

AnalyticsOptions

Extensive option menus allow you to;
• Personalize for assessment and 

teaching goals.
• Ensure success and motivation.
• Provide progressive teaching steps.

• Powerful, easy to use analysis tools 
allow you to record and review eye 
gaze skills.

• Live video playback of eye gaze 
behavior during activities.

• Heat map recording showing 
areas of concentrated gaze during 
activities.

• Line trace map recording showing 
path of eye gaze during activities.

• Instant report and record keeping 
with ability to save or print out a 
report giving details of timings, 
options chosen and heat map 
analysis of eye gaze behavior during 
activities.  Use for your assessment 
and progress records.

Attention and Looking, Exploring and Playing and Choosing and Learning all feature options to 
personalize activities for individual students as well as powerful analysis tools.

Reports

This product is delivered via Download – please provide  
Email address with order.

This product is delivered via Download – please provide  
Email address with order.

Choosing and Learning

Learning Curve Bundle
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Simply Works

A New Generation Of Access Technology

Simply Works 

The Simply Works range includes:

With Send or 
Send Pro you 
can use your 
own switches 
with Simply 
Works.

Use up to six devices in any 
combination with a single 
Receive receiver.

Switches 

Rollerball and 
Joystick work 
easily and 
wirelessly with 
Receive.

Send

Send Pro
Receive

Joystick

Rollerball
Keyboard

For the first time you can have switches, joysticks, rollerballs and toy control devices that 
simply work together, and without wires. The Simply Works system is a family of wireless 
receivers and associated access devices (for the technically minded, they use  
RF technology).

Just connect the Receive to your computer and you are ready to use a rollerball, joystick or 
control your switch software using the Switch. Each connects wirelessly - no wires from your 

devices to the computer. With a range of 10m (32 feet) these can work from anywhere in the classroom - ideal for 
including everyone in an interactive lesson. Up to six separate input devices can be used at any one time using a 
single receiver.

WIRELESS

To know more about Simply Works visit www.inclusiveTLC.com
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Simply Works

Simply Works Starter Packs

SP82 Keyboard - Starter Pack $225

Wireless Keyboard

Wireless Rollerball

SP60 Rollerball - Starter Pack $290 SP70 Joystick - Starter Pack $410

Wireless Joystick

Wireless Single Switch Input

SP40 Send - Starter Pack $175

Wireless Six Switch Inputs 

SP45 Send Pro - Starter Pack $190

Simply Works Starter Packs are the ideal way to begin building your Simply Works kit for a 
classroom which can include all learners! They also offer an easy way to purchase a wireless 
rollerball, joystick, keyboard and wireless switch. Once you purchase one of the Starter Packs, you 
have your Receive and can then simply purchase up to five more devices which will simply work 
with the same Receive. Watch out for more Simply Works devices coming soon!
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Simply Works

Simply Works Starter Packs

SP30  SimplyWorks Classroom Kit $995

SP32 SimplyWorks Classroom & iPad Kit $1,150 

Wireless Switch Large Wireless Switch Small

SP91-L Large Switch - Starter Pack Red $165

SP92-L Large Switch - Starter Pack Green $165

SP93-L Large Switch - Starter Pack Blue $165

SP94-L Large Switch - Starter Pack Yellow $165

SP91-S Small Switch - Starter Pack Red $165

SP92-S Small Switch - Starter Pack Green $165

SP93-S Small Switch - Starter Pack Blue $165

SP94-S Small Switch - Starter Pack Yellow $165

Classroom Kit

The SimplyWorks Classroom Kit is an 
all in one solution that will help you 
achieve the goal of inclusion in your 
classroom.

The classroom kit consists of one receive, two 
large switches, one joystick, one rollerball and one 
keyboard with keyguard. Six wireless input devices 
can be paired with one receive and be used in the 
same teaching session by different students, allowing 
them the opportunity for meaningful interaction and 
inclusion within the larger classroom setting. 

The Simply Works system uses RF technology which 
means the units can be up to 35 feet apart without 
direct line of sight so are ideal for group work 
situations.

Now you can make Interactive WhiteBoard sessions 
inclusive for ALL your students.

The SimplyWorks Classroom and iPad Kit consist of 
all the above items PLUS the SimplyWorks for iPad 
Interface. (see page 5) Now you can use all the input 
device to also access your iPads.

Ideal for Interactive 
WhiteBoards
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Simply Works

You can input one switch into the Send and up to six switches 
into the Send Pro. Plug any switch with a 3.5mm jack into the 
Send and Send Pro and use it with Simply Works. 10 metre (32’) 
operating range. Requires 2 x AAA batteries (not included).

• A wireless rollerball ideal for those 
with motor skills difficulties. 

• With an operating range in excess 
of 32 feet, Rollerball is ideal for use 
with groups to ensure that everyone 
can join in. 

• Provides a natural hand rest.
• Left/right and drag lock buttons.
• Requires a 9V battery (not included).

A tough wireless keyboard which is child 
friendly with large keys and lowercase 
letters. The simple layout and color 
coding makes it easy to find the keys. A 
clear plastic keyguard is also available, 
which clips firmly into place and is easily 
removed.

Receive is the heart of the Simply 
Works family of computer access 
products.  

Receive Receive Micro

A receiver and computer interface 
in one - just plug in one Receive 
into your computer (USB connection) and you can use up to six 
Simply Works devices (in any combination).

• Can be paired with up to six Simply Works transmitter units.
• No restriction to the mix of units that can be paired up.
• 10 metre (32’) operating range - anyone can join in.

The simple to operate Receive Micro 
provides wireless connection of any 
Simply Works input device to most 
tables with micro-USB sockets (ex. 
Nexus, Sony, Motorola, etc.). The 
receiver can be paired with up to six 
Simply Works devices and has a 35 
feet operating range.  Note Android tables without a powered 
USB port will not be compatible (ex. Kindle Fire). 

SW80 SW-Receive $82 SW82 SW-Receive Micro $82

Simply Works Alternative Keyboards/Mice

Send & Send Pro

SW40 SW-Send $110

SW45 SW-Send Pro $130

SendSend Pro

Keyboard

SW85 SW-Keyboard $169

SW86 SW-Keyboard Keyguard $109

Rollerball

SW62 SW-Rollerball $242

Joystick

SW72 SW-Joystick $377

• A wireless 
joystick ideal 
for those 
with motor skills difficulties. 

•  Operating range exceeding 32 feet.
• Responds to the lightest touch.
• Ideal for use in group sessions or 

classroom settings.
• The joystick allows for precise 

tracking and cursor control.
• Left/right and drag lock buttons.
•  Requires a 9V battery (not 

included).

Simply Works Switch Access

SimplyWorks® for iPad is a 
innovative interface providing 
comprehensive SimplyWork® 
switch, joystick, and keyboard 
access to all iPad® functions 
including Apps, Music and 
Media, iBooks®, internet 
(Safari®), email, data entry, and 
photography.

See page 5 for more details.

SimplyWorks for iPad 
Bring the versatility of SimplyWorks to the iPad

SI41 SimplyWorks for iPad $195
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Simply Works

A new wireless switch with a unique, low, slanted profile. 
Gives good tactile feedback with no protruding base 
and can be operated with the slightest movement. 

Switch - now in 2 sizes!

Easy Switch Bundle

You can pair this switch to the following:
 Receive - for computer access. Choose from a full range of 
options, e.g. Spacebar, F7 and F8 keys or left mouse click, quickly 
and easily with the LED menu on the switch.

The new Easy Switch Bundle comprises 
of 2 extremely low profile wireless 
switches and a USB interface dongle 
(SimplyWorks).

Easy Switch is easy to use and has no software to 
install. Simply connect the Easy Switch dongle to a 
USB port on your computer and you are ready to play 
switch accessible software. The USB dongle will also 
support any of the products within the SimplyWorks 
range such as SW - Joystick, SW - Keyboard and SW - 
Rollerball. (See page 15)

WIRELESS

ES90 Easy Switch Bundle $159

Simply Works Switch Access
Smooth Talker - for 2 switch message options (see page 66).

Control - for battery operated toy control (see page 60).
• Choice of red, blue, green or yellow. 
• 10 metre (32’) operating range.
• Can be mounted using Jelly Bean Mounting Plate.
• Requires 2 x AAA batteries (not included).

Please specify size and color when ordering,
Available in red, yellow, green and blue.
Avaible in two sizes:
Switch Large, operating area 5”.
Switch Small, operating area 3”.

SW91 SW-Switch Large Red $105

SW92 SW-Switch Large Green $105

SW93 SW-Switch Large Blue $105

SW94 SW-Switch Large Yellow $105

SW95 SW-Switch Large Red $105

SW96 SW-Switch Large Green $105

SW97 SW-Switch Large Blue $105

SW98 SW-Switch Large Yellow $105
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Alternative Mice

NA74 n-ABLER Pro Joystick $440 NA73 n-ABLER Pro Rollerball $370

n-ABLER Pro
The n-ABLERs are specifically designed for computer users with limited hand control, motor skill 
difficulties, poor hand-eye-coordination, limited manual dexterity, involuntary muscle spasms and 
hand or wrist tremors. This computer mouse emulator with fingertip control reduces wrist and elbow 
fatigue by requiring only minimal hand movement. Strain and tension are additionally reduced due 
to the large, integrated hand/palm rest that makes posture more relaxed. The symmetrical design 
allows for use with either hand, or the device can be specifically configured for “left-handed” 
operation. 

The “anti-tremor” function available exclusively 
with the PRO models is invaluable for anyone 
suffering from tremors or involuntary muscle 
spasms, or older individuals with impaired 
movement. The device is particularly suitable for 
anyone with motor difficulties or those working 
long periods at the computer. 

The device is available as a joystick or rollerball 
option. The Rollerball is a high-mass, 63mm 
free-running ball. Alternatively, the light touch 
joystick includes a soft ball and T-bar handles for 
alternative joystick grips. Both options provide 
easy cursor control and navigation. 

Features:
• Rugged construction and ergonomic design with a large 

footprint for maximum stability.
• Pan Button to allow easy navigation of documents
• Symmetrical design for use with either hand, with Integral 

wrist support to minimize fatigue.
• All buttons have white legends on black backgrounds for 

easy identification of button functions.
• Switchable left and right click buttons. Plus Double click 

and latching drag lock buttons.
• Audible (switchable to mute) and visual warnings 

indicating selection or change of function.
• Anti-tremor button (with three settings to compensate for 

the degree of tremor) to improve  
cursor control. Cursor Speed can also be controlled.

• Easy ‘plug and play’ installation (no additional drivers 
required)

• Auto detecting PS2 and USB protocols

Rollerball option

Joystick option
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NA71 n-ABLER Rollerball $350

NA72 n-ABLER Joystick $420

n-ABLER – A highly adaptable mouse alternative

The n-ABLER Joysticks and Rollerballs are the most adaptable Mouse Alternatives on the market 
specifically designed to address the needs of computer users with limited hand control, motor skill 
difficulties, poor hand-eye co-ordination, lack of manual dexterity and involuntary muscle spasms.

Ruggedly constructed

Rollerball option

Joystick option
Alternative tops for the 

Joystick (supplied)

The n-ABLERs are especially suitable for improving 
access for children and young people with some special 
educational needs, learning difficulties, for those whose 
work entails long periods of computer use and for older 
people and others with movement impairment.
The n-ABLERs emulate a computer mouse but with 
fingertip control and the need for only minimal hand 
movement therefore reducing wrist and elbow fatigue. The 
symmetrical design enables users to work with either hand 
without having to angle the wrist, and the unit can also be 
configured for ‘left-handed’ operation. Its large, integrated 
hand support/palm rest makes work posture more relaxed 
and less strained.

Features
• Large footprint for maximum stability.
• Symmetrical design for use with either hand.
• Color coded buttons mounted sub-flush to prevent 

accidental activation.
• Double click and latching drag lock buttons.
• X-Y axis and Scroll button for up/down or left/right 

only cursor movements and scrolling facility.
• Restricted access Cursor Speed Control preventing 

accidental changes.
• Easy ‘plug and play’ installation (no additional drivers 

required).

See our Simply Works  

wireless Joystick and Rollerball 

 on pages 13 & 15.

Color coded buttons

Alternative Mice
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The very first wireless 
trackball specifically 
for users with motor 
skill difficulties. With an 
operating range in excess 
of 32 feet, it is ideal for use 
with groups to ensure that 
everyone can join in!
Lightweight and robustly constructed with no mechanical 
wearing parts, OPTIMAX can be used as either a desktop or 
hand-held unit. Optical technology ensures precise cursor 
control and the bi-directional radio link provides interference 
free operation. OPTIMAX has color-coded left/right and 
drag-lock buttons, mounted sub-flush to prevent accidental 
operation. OPTIMAX also has two additional sockets for switches. 
Easy ‘plug and play’ installation and auto detecting PS2 and USB 
protocols. Up to 6 months battery life.

• Three different 
handles included.

• Interference free 
operating range 
exceeding 32 feet.

• Responds to the 
lightest touch.

• Ideal for group 
sessions or 
classroom settings.

The OPTIMAX Wireless Joystick provides precise tracking and 
cursor control, with four cursor speed settings. Sockets allow the 
left/right click buttons to be operated using switches. The left/
right and drag lock buttons are recessed to prevent accidental 
activation. It has sturdy construction and the design provides 
a natural hand rest. Easy ‘plug and play’ installation and auto 
detecting PS2 and USB protocols.

OPTIMA Rollerball

Orbitrack

OPTIMAX Wireless Rollerball 

With durable, optical technology 
for precise tracking and control 
of the cursor. A silky smooth 
ball movement and large 
footprint for stability make 
the OPTIMA ideal for a wide 
spectrum of computer users. 
Robustly constructed with no 
mechanical wearing parts, the OPTIMA is maintenance free and 
will give years of untroubled service. The color-coded buttons 
are mounted sub-flush to prevent accidental activation. Auto 
detecting PS2 and USB protocols.

OPTIMA Joystick
OPTIMA Joystick responds to 
the lightest touch for accurate 
navigation and precise 
targeting of objects on the 
computer screen. It does not 
require fine motor skills. It 
offers precise tracking and cursor control, with four cursor speed 
settings. OPTIMA Joystick has a large footprint for stability and 
the low profile provides a natural hand rest. The color-coded left/
right and drag lock buttons are mounted sub-flush to prevent 
accidental activation. Additional sockets allow the left/right click 
buttons to be switch operated. Three different handles included.

OPTIMAX Wireless Joystick

Control the direction and speed 
of the cursor with a single, soft 
touch. The revolutionary control 
ring requires no hand or wrist 
movement and is suitable for 
all computer users, particularly 
young children and those with 
motor skill difficulties. The cursor does not have to be ‘driven’ 
around the screen by constant finger movement. 

• Large, 1.9” cursor control ring for easy operation and precise 
targeting.

• Soft touch operation.
• Ultra reliable with no mechanically moving/wearing parts.
• Sealed against the ingress of fluids.

NA82 Optimax Wireless Joystick $395 NA81 Optimax Wireless Rollerball $295

NA61 Optima Rollerball $169NA62 Optima Joystick $295

• Ergonomic design for comfortable wrist position.
• Suitable for use with either hand. 
• Soft touch, color-coded buttons (left/right click, drag lock 

and double-click).  
• Buttons easily accessed without the need for hand/wrist 

movement.
• Four speed settings. 
• Resettable memory provides an ‘orientation’ facility, 

switchable left and right click buttons, on/off audible alert 
signals and smart acceleration option. 

• Auto detecting PS2 and USB protocols.
• Two year warranty.

NA51 Orbitrack $295

Alternative Mice
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Often requested by teachers, 
the Single Button Mouse is 
great for both those with 
special needs and young 
students that have problems 
distinguishing between a 
left and right mouse click. 
It is about half the size of a standard mouse. Simply plug the 
Single Button Mouse into a USB port on your computer. Requires 
Windows 98 or a later version.

Single Button 
Mouse

SB71 Single Button Mouse $23

TR40 Track-it $235

Alternative Mice

Inclusive KidTRAC

Like the KidTRAC Multicolor 
but with switch sockets! The 
jacks allow switch operation 
of the blue, red and green 
(drag lock) buttons. We can 
supply colored switches to 
match the buttons (those 
pictured are not included). 
Inclusive KidTRAC is great for operating switch software that 
allows mouse clicks for switch input.

RK60 KidTRAC - Inclusive USB $104

Track-it

Track-IT! is a unique switch interface that provides full mouse 
functionality from a single switch. (Four switch sockets are 
available for those users able to operate more than one 
switch.) It is designed for users with motor skill difficulties, 
particularly those who find conventional access impractical. The 
device offers a number of programmable options allowing for 
personalization of the functions, including the choice of 4 or 8 
directions of travel, 8 Scan Rate and Dwell Time settings, and 
cursor speed control settings. Different mouse click functions are 
selectable using either a single switch or any of the additional 
switch sockets provided.   

KidTRAC Multicolor

A large, sturdy, affordable, 
three button trackerball which 
is 100% Microsoft mouse 
compatible. Easy to use: just 
plug in and go! The low profile 
case acts as a natural hand 
rest and minimizes the wrist 
angle by mirroring the natural 
contour of the hand. Includes 
a drag lock feature - simply press the drag button and the 
button stays locked until you press a second time. Supplied with 
USB connector. For PC and Mac.

RK62 KidTRAC USB/PS2 Multicolor M/W $85

For more information see 
www.inclusiveTLC.com
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Keyboards

Compact Keyboard/Keyguard

Ideal for use with a laptop, 
or for those with limited 
movement. Keyguard also 
available.

CK62 Compact Keyboard USB $39

CK98 Compact Keyboard & Guard USB $89

Alphabet Keyboard Stickers

Full Keyboard Stickers
Every key. High contrast for 
low vision. Double the size of 
most keytop legends. White on 
Black, Black on White and Black 
on Yellow are available. Please 
specifiy when ordering.

Lower and uppercase high 
contrast vinyl stickers. 5 
sheets, each with 4 style 
choices. Forty alphabets! 
Alphabet letters only.

KS62 Keyboard Stickers w-on-b Full $16

KS63 Keyboard Stickers b-on-w Full $16

KS64 Keyboard Stickers b-on-y Full $16

KS61 Keyboard Stickers - Alphabet $10

Clevy Keyboard

CK85 Clevy Keyboard $115

SW86 Clevy Keyguard $109

The Clevy Keyboard is tough, 
clear and child friendly, with large 
lowercase letters. The simple layout 
and color-coding makes it easy to 
find the keys: blue for letters (light 
blue for vowels), red for numbers, 
orange for punctuation and green 
for actions.

• Big keys (0.75” x 0.75”).
• Lowercase, child friendly 

letters.
• Color coded keys for easy and 

fast recognition.
• Sturdy construction.
• PC/Mac compatible - USB/PS2 

connection.

Also see the 
Simply Works Wireless Keyboard 

on page 15.
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This lovely, smooooth switch is new from Inclusive. 
It’s available in large and small sizes and 4 colors - 
red, green, blue and yellow. Based on our years of 
experience working with switch users, it has a low 
profile surface and is angled towards the learner to 
make it really easy for those with limited movement 
to press. 

• Large 5” operating area.
• Small 3” operating area.
• Low operating force. 
• With tactile feedback.
• Easily mounted via standard fixing holes.

Smoothie Switches - now in 2 sizes!

SM81 Smoothie Switch Small - Red $49

SM82 Smoothie Switch Small - Green $49

SM83 Smoothie Switch Small - Blue $49

SM84 Smoothie Switch Small - Yellow $49

SM85 Smoothie Switch Small - All 4 $176

SM91 Smoothie Switch Large - Red $49

SM92 Smoothie Switch Large - Green $49

SM93 Smoothie Switch Large - Blue $49

SM94 Smoothie Switch Large - Yellow $49

SM95 Smoothie Switches All 4 Colors $176

Get Switching!

Don’t forget that you will need a switch interface to connect 
the switches to your computer. (see page 24).

switch            interface                computer

Switches make it easy for young children or those with physical or learning 
difficulties to use a computer. Simply press and see it happen!

It’s easy to get 
started using simple 

cause and effect 
switch software like 

the SwitchIt! Extra 
Series (see page 34). 

The Smoothie

The Smoothie - a low profile switch.

Large Adjustable Pressure Switch

AbleNet Big Switch

Switches
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• Light touch activation.
• Low profile - only 3mm thick yet rigid and durable.
• Ideal for users distracted by clicks.
• Red, green, blue, and yellow (please specify size and color 

required).

Pal Pad Switches

PC90 Pal Pad Switch-Large (state color) $49

PD90 Pal Pad Switch-Small (state color) $45

PE90 Pal Pad Switch-Mini (state color) $39

SP90-L SW - Switch (Large) - Starter Pack $165

SP95-L SW - 2 Switch (Large) - Starter Pack $260

US41 USB Switch - Purple $129

See www.inclusiveTLC.com for all product codes.

These switches, joysticks, rollerballs and toy control devices 
“simply work” together, and without wires! The Switch connects 
wirelessly - no wires from your device to the computer. Range of 
32’ -  ideal for including everyone. The Two Switch bundle shows 
the cost effectiveness of the Simply Works system. No additional 
cost of a second receiver, just add the second switch.

Simply Works Wireless Switches

+

ReceiveSwitch

+

1 red and 1 yellow Switch + 
Receive

SP90-L 

SP95-L 

See page 12-16 for full details of the  
Simply Works range. 

Switches

USB Switch
A low profile 3” switch with a built-in USB interface. The switch can 
be configured to operate as a wide variety of keyboard and mouse 
functions and is programmed via an integral LED display.
This switch also allows a number of additional features to be 
configured to help compensate for various motor deficits and 
neuromuscular conditions, including Acceptance Delay, Ignore 
Repeats, Maximum Press Time etc.
Two 3.5mm sockets allow up to two more switches to be plugged 
in, each of which can be configured independently for function.

Available in purple only.
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Inclusive MultiSwitch 2

The inclusive 
MultiSwitch 2 
is an intelligent 
switch interface 
that automatically 
detects the program
you are loading and 
sets up the switches 
for you.

MS42 Inclusive MultiSwitch 2 $130

SS41 Simple Switch Box $65

• Use with up to 6 switches. 
• Automatic update of software database when on the 

Internet.
• Create your own switch profiles with mouse clicks, key 

presses or application actions (such as print or save) to 
access non-switch software.

• Can also be used to enable switch access to mouse 
movement, with four built-in cursor speed settings.

• Supplied with switch control software.
• • Windows and Macintosh compatible.

The Simple Switch Interface unit 
may be configured to give space and 
enter or left and right click which 
matches most switch accessible 
software program requirements.
It is compatible with all PC and Mac 
platforms fitted with a USB socket.

• USB connectivity
• No additional driver software required
• PC and Mac compatibility
• Supports Space/Enter and L/R Click
• Retains mode setting even when powered down

Switch Interface Pro 6.0Simple Switch Box
New from Don Johnston, this interface is easy 
to use, requires no software and works with 
both Windows and Macintosh computers. 
Connect up to five standard switches. Provides 
the flexibility of emulating everything from 
a single click to a return. Supports switch 
accessible software including Clicker 5.

• Gets programs up and running in seconds. 
• Bright indicator lights show which functions are active. 
• Connects to USB ports. 
• Small size - easy to tuck away and travel with. 
• Just push a button to change function sets. 
• Includes the cables needed for connecting to the computer. 

DI01 Switch Interface Pro 6.0 USB $95

Switch Interfaces
Switch interfaces connect to your computer through either the keyboard socket or USB port. A software program is 
supplied with the interface if needed, so your computer can recognize and use it. Switch interfaces work by converting 
the on/off action of the switch into an emulated key press, usually the Spacebar and Enter keys. Most switch software 
looks for these key presses in the same way that other programs might look for mouse clicks. Some interfaces, such as 
the Inclusive MultiSwitch 2 below, will automatically detect the switch program you are loading and will set itself up. All 
you need to do is plug in your switches and use them - easy! 

Crick USB Switch Interface 
Have you ever become frustrated 
setting up different switch boxes for 
different applications? This clever 
and reliable USB switch interface 
does it for you. It works with almost 
all switch accessible software on 
Windows and Macintosh computers. 
This interface sets itself up for the application you are using - 
not only when using Clicker, ClozePro or Jigworks, but also other 
software from other publishers. It comes with USBKeys2 software 
that can detect the application you are using and set up your 
switches for the appropriate key presses or mouse clicks. It uses 
a database of accessible software titles, which can be updated 
free of charge from www.switchindex.com 
You can also add settings for your favorite applications quickly 
and easily. It can capture key presses or combination key presses; 
mouse clicks, double-clicks and mouse drags; you can even set 
up your switches to open other applications!
CE marked and FCC approved. USB lead included. Requires 
Windows ’98 and above/Mac OS 9 or X, and a USB port.

CU01 Crick USB Switch Box/Software $159

Switch Access
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SEND-6

Part of the Simply Works range, SEND-6 is 
a unique switch interface providing wireless 
access for up to 6 wired switches. 

SW47 Send 6 $149

SP47 Send 6 Starter Pack $205

Which switch interface do I need?
Number of 

inputs
User assignable 

inputs
Auto set-

up
Updates 

itself
Wireless Mouse 

emulation
Price

Simple Switch Box 2  x x x x $65

USB Switch 3  x x x x $129

Crick USB 4    x x $159

Switch Interface 
Pro 6.0

5  x x x  $95

MultiSwitch 2 6    x  $130

SEND-6 6  x x   $149

With no wired connection to the computer, it is ideal for 
wheelchair users working with switch accessible software, or for 
anyone physically constrained from working close to a computer. 
SEND-6 is also suitable for teaching computer and toy control 
switch skills to individuals and small groups. SEND-6 provides 
the most comprehensive selection of access options (software, 
game pad, mouse and keyboard functions) of any switch 
interface currently available including Simply Works.

• Provides wireless access for up to 6 wired switches.
• Requires no software or drivers.
• 24 programmable switch functions including switch 

accessible software, game pad, mouse and keyboard 
functions, mouse emulation and Tilda 1 & 3.

• All switches are individually programmable.
• PC and Mac compatible. 

Please note that the SEND-6 requires a Receive see page 15.

Switch Access

Switcher 4

SW44 Switcher 4 $155

Switcher-4 is specifically designed 
for wheelchair and lap-tray 
users wanting to access multiple 
communicators, tablets and similar 
devices using a single switch. Visual 
and audible alerts indicate which 
device is connected, and the settings 
are stored and recalled from memory. 
The Switcher-4 is supplied with four device cables and one 
charging cable designed for the rechargeable Lithium battery. 

US41 USB Switch - Purple $129

USB Switch
A low profile 3” switch with a 
built-in USB interface. The switch 
can be configured to operate 
as a wide variety of keyboard 
and mouse functions and is 
programmed via an integral LED 
display.
This switch also allows a number of additional features to be 
configured to help compensate for various motor deficits and 
neuromuscular conditions, including Acceptance Delay, Ignore 
Repeats, Maximum Press Time etc.
Two 3.5mm sockets allow up to two more switches to be 
plugged in, each of which can be configured independently for 
function.

Available in purple only.
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Choosing the right switch and positioning it appropriately can be a critical success factor for children who use switches. 
We supply a wide range of switches and mounts to help meet the access needs of your learners.

Simple solutions, such as reusable adhesive, can secure most switches to tables, trolleys and trays, stopping them moving around and 
deterring fiddlers. The Maxess Mounting System (below) provides a platform to securely position and reposition switches. Doublesided 
mounts enable switches to be positioned at different angles; great for learners who have problems lifting their hand away from a 
horizontally mounted switch. With Universal Switch Mounts, you can easily mount switches to surfaces such as tables and wheelchairs. 
With the Magic or Variable Friction Arms, simply clamp the mount to the surface, position the switch so the learner can use it and tighten 
it up. 

Switch Positioning and Mounting

Developed with therapists and 
switch users, these mounts enable 
switches to be securely positioned 
and repositioned in the most efficient 
and comfortable way for the user. The ergonomic design enables 
wires to be tidied away.

Maxess Switch Tray
Cushioned for comfort, the Maxess Switch 
Tray holds switches or switch mounts 
firmly in place. Ideal for use with an 
individual or in assessment situations, 
where a range of secure switch positions 
need to be tried. There are three sizes:

Maxess Mounting 
System

Maxess Switch Mounts

Many switch users have greater control with 
the switch at an angle. These doublesided 
switch mounts give two alternative 
mounting surfaces (55º and 85º). Used with 
the Maxess Switch Tray, the mounts offer various positioning 
options. A fixing pack is included for one switch.

MA59 Maxess Switch Tray - Small $59

MA60 Maxess Switch Tray - Medium $69

MA61 Maxess Switch Tray -Large $79

MA63 Maxess Small Switch Mount $32

MA64 Maxess Medium Switch Mount $36

MA65 Maxess Large Switch Mount $42

Universal Switch Mountings
• Fix switches to surfaces like table 

edges or wheelchair poles. 
• Each extends to 20” and holds up 

to 5lbs.
• We recommend the VFA version 

(pictured with yellow switch) in 
most situations.

• Comes complete with a 
mounting plate, suitable for all the SimplyWorks range of 
products, Switches (large and small) Rollerball and Joystick

MK61 Universal Mount - Friction $230

MK62 Magic Arm $230

Gooseneck Switch 
Mounting

• Fix switches to surfaces like table 
edges or wheelchair poles. 

• Very heavy duty and stable
• Comes complete with a mounting 

plate, suitable for all the SimplyWorks range of products, 
Switches (large and small) Rollerball and Joystick

MK64 Gooseneck Mounting Arm $130

Switch Access

G.R.I.P. Mat

GP60 Grip Mat $20

The G.R.I.P.™ Mat is a 10” x 15” 
flexible, non-slip mat ideal 
for securing items such as 
switches, educational aids, 
communication devices, toys, 
and other household items.
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Let your toys roam free with this new range of wireless toy control options!
Simply plug your switch adapted device into the Control, Control Lite or the Control Pro and work it wirelessly with the 
Switch. Or plug a wired switch into an Send and pair it with one of the Control range.

A two channel toy 
controller and receiver. 
Can be controlled by up 
to three wireless Switches 
per channel. In addition to 

• Simply plug the Control 
Lite into a switch adapted 
device (battery, toy, electrical 
appliance or IntelliKeys) and 
operate it with the Switch or 
your own switches using the 

Control Lite & 
Switch Pack

Control Lite

Send. 
• Universal 3.5mm output jack. 
• Measures just 3.5” x 2.5” x 0.75”. 
• Requires 2 x AAA batteries (not included). 

SW50 SW-Control Lite $99

Control Starter Packs

Control

SW52 SW-Control $125

A compact controller and receiver, small enough to fasten on to 
an adapted toy or other battery device, and connected using the 
cable supplied. It can then be paired with up to three Switches 
to give wireless operation. Give your battery toys the freedom to 
roam! 
This single channel wireless toy controller and timer supports 
direct, latched, timed seconds and timed minutes modes. The 
duration in timed modes can be selected using LEDs.

Control Pro

the same latching and timing options 
as the Control, it has two cooperative 
modes - press your switches at the 
same time to switch on the toy, or press one switch for on and 
the other for off. Control Pro can also be used with your existing 
wired switches and comes with two standard leads to connect to 
your toys etc.

• A two channel toy controller and timer.
• Can be used wired or wirelessly, or a combination of both.
• Supports direct, latched, timed seconds, timed minutes and 

two cooperative modes. 
• The on duration in timed modes can be selected using 

LEDs.
• Universal 3.5mm output jacks for connection to any battery 

operated, switch adapted toy.
• Each channel can be paired with up to three switch units to 

allow interactive games to be devised.
• Use it wirelessly with your own switches using one of the 

Send interfaces.
• Requires 2 x AA batteries (not included). 

SW54 SW-Control Pro $225

Control & Switch 
Pack

Control Pro & 
Switch Pack

SP50 Control Lite - Starter Pack $185

SP52 Control - Starter Pack $205

SP54 Control Pro - Starter Pack $299

Switch Access

Battery Switch 
Adaptors
Adapt any battery operated toy or 
device for switch operation.

BA61 Battery Device Adapter - AA $13

BA62 Battery Device Adapter - CD $13
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Communication Aids

Introducing Smooth Talker - versatility and simplicity in one 
single switch communicator! 

Simply the most versatile single switch communicator

Wired or wireless
toy control using Simply 

Works technology

Low profile, easy access 
switch

Pop-up symbol holder

Two loud speakers for 
great sound

Easy to program

Single, sequential, 
random, choice, converse 

and prompt modes

1.  Large, low profile, angled, light touch switch – makes the Smooth Talker 
accessible to many.

2.  Six different functions for encouraging a range of early communication 
skills – easy to operate and change between modes.

3.  Built-in Simply Works technology - the Smooth Talker will simply work with:
•  Switch - for alternative access or to play a choice of messages.
• Control - control your favorite battery operated toys.
•  Send Pro - play up to six different messages with six switches.
•  Receive - to Send a Spacebar command to the computer to play your 

favorite games.

Unique features of the Smooth Talker

Control
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Communication Aids

Features

ST71 Smooth Talker - Red $165

ST72 Smooth Talker - Green $165

ST73 Smooth Talker - Blue $165

ST74 Smooth Talker - Yellow $165

ST75 Smooth Talker "5 Pack" $795

The Smooth Talker’s unique message modes help you develop a range of 
early communication skills.

First words
You can quickly and easily record any 
single message you like on the Smooth 
Talker. Ideal for the very first stages of 
communication, such as getting attention, interacting, making 
requests, joining in and taking control.  

More words
The Smooth Talker enables you to record 
a sequence of different messages that 
can then be played back singularly, in 
a sequence, or in random order. These 
features enable you to:

• store a variety of single messages in advance and use 
prompt mode to choose the right one for the activity;

• record a sequence of messages that are played back in 
order or randomised. Great for telling stories, singing songs, 
chatting, choosing or playing games.

Take turns
An important early skill is to learn that 
communication is a two way process, that 
people take it in turns to talk and listen. 
The Smooth Talker’s unique converse 
mode enables you to use a second switch (wired or the wireless 
Switch) and use your messages in a structured turn taking 
activity. In this mode, each person has to press their switch in 
turn. Out of turn switch presses are ignored.

Make choices
In choice mode, use a second wired switch 
of your choice or pair with an Switch to 
make a two message device. In prompt 
mode, use a second switch to listen to 
your sequence of messages, then press the 
Smooth Talker to repeat your choice. Great for teaching auditory 
choice making, e.g. for those with a visual impairment. 

Play
Plug in a switch adapted toy using the 
cable supplied and it will activate when 
the message is played. If you have a 
sequence of messages, you can assign the 
activation to the appropriate message. You 
can also use it with the Receive to Send a Spacebar command to 
the computer to play your favorite switch games.

8.75”

2”

5” switch surface

• Unique large (5”), low profile, easy access switch.
• 2 minutes recording time.
• Two loud speakers for great sound (1.4 watt amplifier).
• Easy to use programming with LED mode indicators.
• 3.5mm switch input socket - connect another wired switch 

for alternative access or to play a choice of messages.
• 3.5mm toy control socket (cable supplied) - connect your 

favorite battery operated toys.
• Pop-up symbol holder.
• Uses standard Big Switch Mounting Plate.
• Uses standard 9V PP3 battery (not included).

Smooth Talker the 6-in1 
communicator
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Making symbol and picture resources is now as easy as 1, 2, 3

The all new Matrix Maker Plus has been specifically designed to be the simplest and most 
affordable software for making communication overlays and educational resources. With an easy to 

use intuitive interface, you can start creating and printing straight away with no need for training.

2. Add your pictures

1. Choose your template
Matrix Maker Plus has a huge bank of ready-made templates.

• Over 100 commonly used communication devices and 
switch templates.

• A wide variety of low tech communication book templates 
to meet different needs.

• Add your own pictures to make motivational games and 
worksheets. 

• Make personalized visual schedules, reward charts, stickers 
and certificates.

Choose from 9 categories of templates Simple pictorial menu Templates are measured and ready to add 
pictures

Either from our IT media library with 
over 26,000 images, including the current 

and extensive SymbolStix and Widgit 
libraries. Search by key word, category or 
alphabetically using our intelligent search 

system.

Or use our time saving Internet option - go 
straight to Google images, click on the 

thumbnail of your choice and the image is 
immediately added to your template.

Or add a photo instantly using the webcam 
feature.

You can also browse to any folder on your 
computer to use your own pictures. Add 

these to the IT media library for fast future 
searching.

computerwebcam

symbols-signs-pictures-overlays

Now includes over
11,000 13,000

+ +

3,000
Symbols and Pictures

Communication Software
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Download a free Matrix Maker trial now!
visit www.inclusiveTLC.com

3. Print it out If you need to edit, there are simple 
intuitive tools to use.

• Drag and drop your pictures into the 
right place - pictures automatically 
swap and resize.

• Change the color of cells and 
background.

• Alter size, color and position of text.
• Tweak pictures and symbols with 

the simple paint tool.
Now simply print your communication 
board, worksheet, schedule or game.

SymbolStix Symbols

SymbolStix is a symbol set of over 
13,000 symbols that has emerged 
as a world standard in picture 
based communication.

Regular free updates
As SymbolStix are used for News-2-You, the online newspaper, 
the symbol set is constantly being updated to reflect current 
events. New symbols will be available for free download on a 
regular basis in Matrix Maker Plus. There will also be regular free 
updates of new templates and sample activities. Matrix Maker  
Plus will automatically tell you when there are updates available.

Symbols

Over 11,000 new symbols 
The ever expanding Widgit Symbol 
Set has been developed over the 
past 25 years and now contains 
more than 11,000 symbols, which 
cover an English vocabulary of 
over 40,000 words. Widgit’s simply 
drawn, colorful symbols each 
illustrate a single concept in a clear 
and concise way.

Originally designed and developed by News-2-You, SymbolStix 
depicts people as lively stick figures with no gender, age or 
culturally specific attributes, so that learners can focus on the 
concepts without being distracted by detail.

MM50 Matrix Maker Plus 1-4 licenses $299

MM52 Matrix Maker Plus 5-9 licenses $245

MM54 Matrix MAker Plus 10-19 licenses $209

IT Pictures

IT Pictures contains over 3000 
images of pictures, symbols and 
illustrations ready to use in Matrix 
Maker Plus. Each image is clear and 
concise and are supported by strong 
black outlines for clearer definition.

Over 3,000 pictures 

With Matrix Maker Plus you 
can create:

• Schedules and sequences.
• Communication Boards.
• Worksheets.
• Games.

Matrix Maker Plus

Communication Software
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Target and Touch: Music

TA10 Target & Touch Patterns $98

TA10-5U Target & Touch Patterns - 5 User $179

TA10-SL Target & Touch Patterns - Site License $285

The Target and Touch series has been developed to help develop the hand/eye coordination skills needed for 
successful interaction with touch screen technology, now becoming widely used in tablet devices as well as touch 
screen computers and interactive boards. Touch and touch and release options allow you to tailor the response to meet 
individual needs, and to help the user to learn to press and release their touch to watch the result. They offer a carefully 
structured set of activities, ranging from cause and effect through to targeting multiple objects and are designed to 
support the development of the visual skills of locating, fixing and tracking. By being able to choose sizes and positions 
for the targets, we can help the user learn to explore the whole screen to locate objects and then give them exciting and 
stimulating auditory and visual rewards when they touch them. They are also a useful assessment tool to help identify 
and assess visual preferences, such as size and position for the targets. These programs can also be mouse operated 
as they have a menu option for mouse pointer on or off. Touch screen activities can also offer a more direct cause and 
effect relationship than using switches for learners with severe cognitive difficulties.

Target and Touch: Patterns

A range of activities with different styles of animated patterns 
and music rewards - the bright colors contrasting with a black 
background make them ideal for users with visual difficulties, 
such as Cerebral Visual Impairment. The different styles and 
movements of the patterns have been carefully chosen 
to provide a wide range of different visual experiences to 
encourage users to look at the screen.

• Touch anywhere with a choice of patterns and colorful grids 
– great for cause and effect.

• Touch It and Find and Touch It to encourage looking and 
targeting.

• Peeping targets introduces a fun timing element – catch 
them before they disappear.

• Scattered targets need a series of presses before giving a 
reward.

• Objects in a Line helps to encourage left to right tracking.

Touch screen training activities with a cast of twenty musicians, 
from classical to fantasy, with a great selection of music. It offers 
lots of opportunities for language development and listening 
skills. Bright characters on a dark background really stand out, 
making this program ideal for people with visual and perceptual 
difficulties. This program introduces some additional touch 
activities, making it a good progression from Target and Touch: 
Patterns, including an introduction to dragging. 

• Touch It and Find It includes a wrapped up instrument - 
guess what it is before opening the bag to hear it play. 

• Silhouette of the musicians - guess who it is and open the 
curtains to see if you are right.

• Peeping musicians – catch them to get a performance.
• Scattered musicians need a series of presses before giving 

a reward.
• Objects in a Line helps to encourage left to right tracking. 
• Touch To Jump and Drag To Target – the musician will not 

play until they are under the spotlight.

Target and Touch: Patterns Target and Touch: Music

TA12 Target & Touch - Music $98

TA12-5U Target & Touch - Music - 5 User $179

TA12-SL Target & Touch - Music - Site License $285

Touch Screen
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Switch Training

Big Bang 

BB02 Big Bang $98

BB02-5U Big Bang - 5 User $179

BB02-SL Big Bang - Site License $285

Programs in the Big Bang series have been designed to provide early 
experiential and cause and effect activities ideal for those with severe and 
complex difficulties. Big Bang Patterns and Big Bang Pictures provide 
material in a choice of two colors, including back and white for maximum 
visual effect along with attention grabbing music. The original Big Bang has 
a varied selection of bright multi-colored activities with a range of music 
and sound effects. These programs are an ideal tool to help develop early 
interaction, with switch and touch screen access.

With their bright colors and great music and sounds, Big Bang’s 
four activities are ideal for the early stages of developing an 
awareness of cause and effect.

• Picture building - with only three presses to get a bright 
noisy reward to fill the screen.

• Movements - this activity has been designed to offer 
a choice of eye tracking activities with full control over 
direction and speed of the reward.

• Actions - nineteen eye catching activities needing only a 
single switch press to give a great animated reward.

• Colors - press the switch to change the color of a screen full 
of bubbles.

Big Bang Pictures Big Bang Patterns

Over sixty animations in a choice of two color combinations, 
including black and white to give maximum visual interest. 
Switch and touch screen operation and an experiential mode 
where the animations play automatically.

• Experiential, single press and switch build modes.
• Use built-in music or your own MP3 files for reward.
• Choice of five animation styles, from gentle to hard hitting 

or random.
• Printable record keeping sheets supplied on the CD-Rom.

Twenty animated pictures available in three levels of complexity, 
with a choice of color options, designed in consultation with 
teachers of the visually impaired. The picture resources supplied 
on the CD offer lots of opportunities to develop off computer 
activities to supplement the activities on-screen. Options allow 
for single and two switch operation to allow the user to choose 
images.

• Experiential, cause and effect, build, two switch play and 
two switch choice modes.

• Choice of images-simple line art, silhouette or complex.
• Two color choices, including black and white and random 

combinations.

Big Bang Pictures Big Bang Patterns

Big Bang

BB03 Big Bang Pictures $98

BB03-5U Big Bang Pictures - 5 User $179

BB03-SL Big Bang Pictures - Site License $285

BB04 Big Bang Patterns $98

BB04-5U Big Bang Patterns - 5 User $179

BB04-SL Big Bang Patterns - Site License $285
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These motivating cause and effect activities are ideal for early 
language work. Press a switch and see flashcards appear, 
a picture build up or watch an animated story unfold. For 
keyboard, mouse, whiteboard or switch.

Each of these CDs has additional on-screen 

activities and a wide selection of worksheets,  

Flash Cards & Picture Builds also to print out.  

For details see: www.switchitseries.com  

SwitchIt! Extra Series

Each CD contains:
Flash Cards – Each flash card has text, picture, 
sound and speech support.

Picture Builds – Teach the child to build a picture 
step by step before giving animated reward.

Stories – Use the stories to discuss what is 
happening – a useful aid to speech and language 
development.

Switch Training

SwitchIt! Extra Bundle 1

SW54-B SwitchIt Extra Bundle 1 $299

SW54-B-5U SwitchIt Extra Bundle 1 - 5 User $595

SW54-B-SL SwitchIt Extra Bundle 1 - Site License $850

This bundle contains SwitchIt! People Extra, SwitchIt! Weather 
Extra, and  SwitchIt! Farm Extra

SW12 SwitchIt! People Extra $118

SW12-5U SwitchIt! People Extra - 5 User $215

SW12-SL SwitchIt! People Extra - Site License $312

SwitchIt! People Extra
All about the people we see every day. See how the nurse, 
lollipop lady, postman and checkout assistant do their jobs. 

SW14 SwitchIt! Weather Extra $118

SW14-5U SwitchIt! Weather Extra - 5 User $215

SW14-SL SwitchIt! Weather Extra - Site License $312

SwitchIt! Weather Extra
Looks at the sun, wind and rain and their effects: keeping warm, 
keeping cool and phenomena like rainbows and thunderstorms. 

SW16 SwitchIt! Farm Extra $118

SW16-5U SwitchIt! Farm Extra - 5 User $215

SW16-SL SwitchIt! Farm Extra - Site License $312

SwitchIt! Farm Extra
Lots of farm animals and farm activities. Cow and calf, sheep and 
lamb, hen and chick, and many more.
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SwitchIt! Extra Bundle 3

SW58-B SwitchIt Extra Bundle 3 $299

SW58-B-5U SwitchIt Extra Bundle 3 - 5 User $595

SW58-B-SL SwitchIt Extra Bundle 3 - Site License $850

This bundle contains SwitchIt! Hygiene Extra, SwitchIt! Sports 
Extra and SwitchIt! Technology.

SwitchIt! Extra Bundle 2

SW56-B SwitchIt Extra Bundle 2 $299

SW56-B-5U SwitchIt Extra Bundle 2 - 5 User $595

SW56-B-SL SwitchIt Extra Bundle 2 - Site License $850

This bundle contains SwitchIt! Wildlife Extra, SwitchIt! Dinosaurs 
Extra and SwitchIt! Transport Extra.

SW21 SwitchIt! Hygiene Extra $118

SW21-5U SwitchIt! Hygiene Extra - 5 User $215

SW21-SL SwitchIt! Hygiene Extra - Site License $312

SW30 SwitchIt Sports Extra $118

SW30-5U SwitchIt Sports Extra - 5 User $215

SW30-SL SwitchIt Sports Extra - Site License $312

SW32 SwitchIt! Technology $118

SW32-5U SwitchIt! Technology- 5 User $215

SW32-SL SwitchIt! Technology - Site License $312

Switch Training

SW27 SwitchIt Transport Extra $118

SW27-5U SwitchIt Transport Extra - 5 User $215

SW27-SL SwitchIt Transport Extra - Site License $312

SwitchIt! Transport Extra
See a rocket launch, go on an aeroplane and experience an 
exciting helicopter rescue. Also includes a ferry, car, boat, cherry 
picker, school bus, taxi and train.

SW25 SwitchIt Dinosaurs Extra $118

SW25-5U SwitchIt Dinosaurs Extra - 5 User $215

SW25-SL SwitchIt Dinosaurs Extra - Site License $312

SwitchIt! Dinosaurs Extra
Shows dinosaurs’ behavior, their habitat and how they hunt or 
forage.

SW23 SwitchIt! Wildlife Extra $118

SW23-5U SwitchIt! Wildlife Extra - 5 User $215

SW23-SL SwitchIt! Wildlife Extra - Site License $312

SwitchIt! Wildlife Extra
Looks at different habitats, the kind of animals that live there and 
their characteristics, behavior and diet. Includes mammals, birds, 
insects, reptiles and fish.

Watch the footballers use teamwork to score a goal. Find out 
why going jogging is good for you. Sprinting, rounders and 
other sports played in school and college are also featured. 

SwitchIt! Hygiene Extra 
Includes hair care, showering, cleaning teeth, clean clothes, food 
hygiene and being well dressed. A great way of covering PSHE

SwitchIt! Sports Extra

SwitchIt! Technology Extra
We can sympathize with the character trying to turn on their 
television when faced with a selection of remote controls, and 
everyone has had a disaster with overloaded supermarket carrier 
bags!
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Our extensive Switch Skills Series provide lots of fun 
and motivational activities for practicing using one or 
two switches. Each title contains an array of games 
presented in progressive skill steps designed to meet 
a wide range of needs and interests.

Switch Skills 1

Switch Skills 3

Switch Skills 2

Twenty activities at an 
elementary level. Press 
your switch or the touch 
screen when a big, bright 
object appears and see an 
animated reward. Exciting 
music promotes interest. 
Higher level activities 
require more visual 
discrimination, although most can still be played successfully 
by those with severe visual impairment. Configurable options 

Fifteen activities at a 
higher level than Switch 
Skills 2, split into four 
sections. The first section 
features 6 activities with a 
large target, for example 
‘Splat the Clowns’ - watch 
a clown move across the 
screen and throw a custard 
pie at him when he reaches the middle. Other games of a similar 

This collection of easy 
switch timing activities is 
fun for all ages. The exciting 
themes provide all the 
motivation needed to help 
students who understand 
cause and effect to develop 
more disciplined switch use. 
It also encourages speaking and listening and helps develop 
concentration skills. The bright, clear graphics are suitable for 

those with visual impairment and there is lots of sound and 
music too. Activities include racing cars, gorilla and fruit, soccer 
shoot, traffic lights, catch the crocodiles and sunflower. Press 
when you see a car to make it race, or when the bee reaches the 
middle of the flower. The ‘Monster House’ activity provides an 
introduction to switch scanning. Feedback and teacher options 
are provided.

SS05 Switch Skills 1 $98

SS05-5U Switch Skills 1 - 5 User $179

SS05-SL Switch Skills 1 - Site License $285

allow you to meet individual needs or develop learners’ skills 
in small steps. Four activities provide opportunities for creative 
and experimental play by early switch users, e.g. the Spray Can 
zigzags over a wall and sprays paint when you press the switch. 
Topics range widely and should appeal to a wide range of ages. 
Try out ‘Gopher in a Drainpipe’ and ‘Mystery Egg’
at www.helpkidzlearn.com

nature have themes appropriate for older learners. The next 
section has 4 activities which are more demanding, with smaller 
targets in different places on the screen. For example, lighting 
fireworks. A set of music activities allows learners to experiment 
with sound while learning to choose using a switch. There are 
three exciting video games, such as ‘Jungle Adventure’.

SS11 Switch Skills 2 $98

SS11-5U Switch Skills 2 - 5 User $179

SS11-SL Switch Skills 2 - Site License $285

Switch Skills 2

SS13 Switch Skills 3 $98

SS13-5U Switch Skills 3 - 5 User $179

SS13-SL Switch Skills 3 - Site License $285

Switch Skills 3

Switch Skills 1

Switch Training
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Switch users need a wide range of learning materials to help develop their skills. These programs can also be used with 
a plasma screen or whiteboard, touch monitor or mouse.

Cause and Effect...
First, the learner needs to be aware 
of the relationship between their 
switch press and the resulting reward. 
Some grasp this immediately; others need 
lots of practice with a variety of activities.

Switch Timing...
Learning to press the switch at 
the right time is a very big step in 
switch operation. It requires the motor 
and cognitive skills to operate the switch 
and an understanding of the task.

Choosing...

Stages of Switch Use

The next stage of switch control 
is selecting required items. This 
involves a scanning process controlled by 
one or two switches. It enables access to a 
wider range of curriculum material.

Switch Skills - Scanning
Switch Skills - Scanning 
is a new set of 22 simple 
and motivating switch 
activities. It is designed 
for students who are 
learning how to use 
switches to make choices, 
either within software or 
scanning communication devices. The activities can be used 
with one or two switches. The activities are split into 5 sections, 

with increasing levels of skill and complexity in very small steps. 
These begin with ‘free choice’ activities that allow experimental 
play. More demanding tasks with specific targets are then 
introduced. The CD features a wide range of themes including 
music groups, rockets, a funfair, trains, farm and Treasure Island, 
and is part of our popular Switch Skills series.

SS17 Switch Skills - Scanning $98

SS17-5U Switch Skills - Scanning - 5 User $179

SS17-SL Switch Skills - Scanning - Site License $285

Switch Skills - Scanning

Switch Skills for Two Set 1 press the left switch (or Spacebar) to make the ballerina dance 
beautifully, or the right switch to let the monster do his crazy 
dance. Or in ‘Interacting Objects’, choose to control a frying 
pan to try to hit the gopher. There are spacemen to jump into 
rockets and blast off, basketball players to help shoot baskets, a 
crocodile to be woken up and fed, musicians to allow to show off 
and much more.

This CD contains 16 
activities in carefully graded 
sections. It provides an 
accessible environment 
to encourage the learner 
to move beyond the 
stage of cause and effect. 
Thinking, experimenting, 
observing and interacting 
are encouraged by providing simple activities that delight and 
engage. For example, in the ‘Two Objects’ section, choose to 

Switch Skills for Two Set 2
Eleven more activities 
for experimenting and 
progressing towards 
effective scanning skills. 
Also suitable for two 
learners as a basis for 
cooperative play. 'Build Up' 
promotes the use of one 
switch to add items to the 
screen, with the second switch used to start the action or watch 
the animated reward. Build a tin can tower and knock it down, 

make a rocket and launch it, blow up a balloon until it pops or 
sit the children on the roller coaster and start the action. ‘Move 
and Get’ activities are designed to move learners towards the 
skills required to use, for example, a scanning communicator. 
Activities include loading crates onto trucks, feeding the croc, 
dance partners and passing the ball along a line of basketball 
players to shoot.

SS07 Switch Skills for 2 Set 1 $98

SS07-5U Switch Skills for 2 Set 1 - 5 User $179

SS07-SL Switch Skills for 2 Set 1 - Site License $285

Switch Skills for Two Set 1

SS09 Switch Skills for 2 Set 2 $98

SS09-5U Switch Skills for 2 Set 2 - 5 User $179

SS09-SL Switch Skills for 2 Set 2 - Site License $285

Switch Skills for Two Set 2

Switch Training
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This fun and stimulating new CD-Rom is aimed at children just 
mastering early number. It features ten popular, traditional 
songs, seven of which have been re-written to count up from 
1 to 5. Lively tunes and lovable animated characters engage 
the children, encouraging them to count along with the music. 
The songs are offered in three progressive stages: playing all 
the way through; counting before each verse; asking the child 
to count before each verse. A set of accompanying activities 
consolidate and expand the children’s counting skills. These are 
also offered in three progressive stages: simple counting of one 
character after another; counting characters along a number 
line; identifying sets of objects. The program can be used with a 
touch screen, mouse or switches.  

Counting Songs 1

Ideal for early years

Counting Songs 2

Ideal for grades 2-5

Ten original, contemporary style songs with entertaining 
animations, designed for grades 2-5 with learning difficulties. 
Seven of the songs count up from 1 to 5, While three count 
down. May also be suitable for some early years learners.

For further information and details of our full software range visit 
www.inclusivetlc.com

Lively tunes and lovable animated characters engage the children, 
encouraging them to count along with the music. The songs are offered in 
three progressive stages: playing all the way through; counting before each 
verse; asking the child to count before each verse. The program can be used 
with a touch screen, mouse or switches.

CS11 Counting Songs 1 $98

CS11-5U Counting Songs 1 - 5 User $179

CS11-SL Counting Songs 1 - Site License $285

Counting Songs 1

CS13 Counting Songs 2 $98

CS13-5U Counting Songs 2 - 5 User $179

CS13-SL Counting Songs 2 - Site License $285

Counting Songs 2

Early Learning
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More Nursery Rhymes

Legends  
• Embark on a 

magical adventure 
based on exciting 
legends from 
different cultures.

• Choose from 
Jason, Sir Lancelot, 
the Pharaoh, 
Hiawatha or Rama.

• Packed with fun decisions to make and challenging puzzles 
to solve.

• Encounter monsters and answer simply questions before 
you may proceed.

• Configurable difficulty level. 

Fairy Tales      

• Choose from 
Snow White, 
Beauty, Cinderella, 
Princess Aurora 
(also known as 
Sleeping Beauty) 
or Rapunzel. 

• Travel in a 
pumpkin coach, 
on a funky moped or groovy rollerblades. 

• Will you visit a fairy tale castle or go to the supermarket? 
• Will your heroine find her Prince Charming?

• Choose from Little 
Bo Peep, Mary Mary 
Quite Contrary, 
Little Jack Horner, 
Yankee Doodle or 
Pussy Cat. 

• Decide where to go 
and what to do.

• Great for getting 
children using their 
imagination.

• Lots of images are available on the CD for printing in color 
or for children to color in.

Nursery Rhymes
• Choose from 

Humpty Dumpty, 
The Grand Old 
Duke of York, Old 
Mother Hubbard, 
Old King Cole 
or Baa Baa Black 
Sheep. 

• Take Baa Baa Black 
Sheep off to the beach on a space rocket, or go to the castle 
with Humpty Dumpty on his green boat.

• Great for getting children to use their imagination and think 
about creating a narrative.

Choose and Tell programs are beautifully illustrated adventures that encourage children to 
make choices and create their own stories. The simple framework guides them through an 
adventure, but the children’s decisions make it all their own. They will giggle at the comic 
situations the nursery rhyme characters find themselves in ... and gasp when legendary 
heroes face fearsome monsters!

CT03 C & T Legends $98

CT03-5U C & T Legends - 5 User $179

CT03-SL C & T Legends - Site License $285

Choose and Tell Legends

CT04 C & T Fairy Tales $98

CT04-5U C & T Fairy Tales - 5 User $179

CT04-SL C & T Fairy Tales - Site License $285

Choose and Tell Fairy Tales

CT02 C & T Nursery Rhymes $98

CT02-5U C & T Nursery Rhymes - 5 User $179

CT02-SL C & T Nursery Rhymes - Site License $285

Choose and Tell Nursery Rhymes

CT06 C&T More Nursery Rhymes $98

CT06-5U C&T More Nursery Rhymes - 5 User $179

CT06-SL C&T More Nursery Rhymes - Site License $285

Choose and Tell More Nursery Rhymes

Early Learning
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First Keys 3
First Keys 3 is the latest version of 
the popular First Keys program, 
a friendly introduction to the 
keyboard that uses speech, 
phonics and Widgit Symbols in 
colorful and engaging missing 
letter exercises to teach literacy 
skills. An array of exercises 
stimulate interest and develop 
vocabulary as well as keyboard awareness. You can also create 
your own using the straightforward and intuitive editor. Make 
spelling exercises to support literacy activities, curriculum topics 
or personalized learning. Text lists and letter rules can be merged 
to create new exercises which contain relevant topic words. Each 
user can have their own options and settings. Decide how much 
support is provided during exercises. Choose whether to use a 
keyboard or click on letters with a mouse. Configure font and 
speech support. Users can pick a character to use as an icon too. 
Includes detailed tracking of user progress. FK01 First Keys 3 $99

FK05 First Keys 3 -  5 user $295

Early Learning

 IT Mouse Skills teaches the many applications 
of the mouse in an entertaining and visually 
appealing atmosphere. Takes the learner 
through the applications of the mouse, stage 
by stage. 

• Move the mouse over an object, drag and drop, drag along 
a path and practice using drop down menus. 

• Various clicking activities are included, such as clicking 
anywhere, click timing and double-clicking. 

• Introductions to each activity are provided and the 
successful completion of a task is met with a range of 
pleasing rewards. 

• Many activities within IT Mouse Skills are configurable to 
suit the needs of the learner. Adjust the difficulty level and 
change the background for high contrast; ideal for low 
vision. Customise the colors and sound effects too.

• Setups will be remembered when re-starting the program. 

MO01 IT Mouse Skills $75

MO01-ADD IT Mouse Skills - Additional User $20

IT Mouse Skills

First Keys 3

mouse
skills

mouse
skills
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All our Maker Series offer a simple to use framework for making personalized teaching 
and leisure activities. Add your own images, text and sound to meet the needs of your 
students. Activities can be created in minutes using our intuitive tools, plus an inclusive 
range of access options make these programs suitable for many.

• Make your own talking books in minutes with SwitchIt! 
Maker 2.

• Press a switch to see a picture, photo or video clip with 
sounds and text (also works with mouse, touch monitor or 
whiteboard). Press the switch again to turn the page and 
see more.

• Use your own digital images or import pictures and sounds 
from the Internet.

• Includes a library of over 1,500 pictures, sample videos and 
music, including a selection of PCS and Rebus symbols.

SQ02 SwitchIt Maker 2 $128

SQ02-5U SwitchIt Maker 2 - 5 User $245

SQ02-SL SwitchIt Maker 2 - Site License $375

• Make your own choice making activities in minutes.
• Use your own pictures, photos, sounds or text, or pick from 

the library of over 1,500 files, including a selection of PCS 
symbols.

• Make the activity as simple or as complex as you like, 
choosing from 2 to 6 items.

• Have one or more correct answers, spoken or written 
instructions and your choice of reward.

• A great introduction to simple switch scanning (or use a 
mouse, touch monitor or whiteboard). Auditory scanning is 
included too.

ChooseIt! Maker 2

CH02 ChooseIt! Maker 2 $128

CH02-5U ChooseIt! Maker 2 - 5 User $245

CH02-SL ChooseIt! Maker 2 - Site License $375

SwitchIt! Maker 2

Assessment - use the computer to make assessment more 
motivating. Great for students who struggle with traditional 
picture tests. Use familiar photographs or appropriate pictures to 
help assess language skills, number concepts etc.

Quizzes - make learning fun, with everybody able to participate. 
Great on the whiteboard or plasma screen. 

That’s the one I want - have free choices for activities with no 
wrong answers! Vote for your favorite pop star, which story we 
should read or where to go today.

Language comprehension - match up with talking books made 
in SwitchIt! Maker 2. Can they answer the questions correctly or 
match the written word with the picture?

Sound lottos - matching and choice activities for people with 
visual impairment. Have the choices spoken out and press the 
switch to make your selection.

Making it motivational - pop music videos, silly sounds, pictures 
of Thomas the Tank Engine or motorbikes - put anything in that 
will get you interested and interacting!
All about me - keep a meaningful diary or communication 
passport. Reinforcing vocabulary - put a photo/picture with the 
spoken word and text to help learn new words.
Sequencing tasks - make step by step instructions with photos of 
the situation.
Talking photo album - share a multimedia record of your vacation 
or trip.
Story telling - make a simple story book that can be ‘read’ 
independently.  
Speaking your mind - use it as a simple communication tool.

SwitchIt! Maker 2

ChooseIt! Maker 2

Make IT Personal

For ChooseIt! Maker 3 Subscription Service see page 44
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On-Line Resources

An extensive collection of activities that can be accessed using mouse and keyboard, switch(es), 
touch screen, interactive classroom displays, joystick, rollerball and eye gaze. Ideal for children with 
a wide range of special educational needs and learning difficulties at a pre-literacy or early literacy 
level.

In the Classroom...
HKL offers a complete solution for the classroom:

• Experiential level to encourage pupils to look and 
listen and giving them time to respond to the activity.

• Cause and effect activities that allow individuals 
to have some control and make things happen 
themselves.

Ready made Learning

HelpKidzLearn is a fantastic way of assessing an individual’s 
needs. There is a great range of activities on the site from:

• Experiential.
• Tracking.
• Early cause and effect.
• Turn taking and so much more...

Accessible Activities

Each activity in HelpKidzLearn can be accessed using a 
variety of access methods:

• Mouse and keyboard.
• Touch screens .
• Interactive classroom displays.
• One or two switches .
• Eye gaze.

• Errorless activities ideal for building confidence and 
encouraging individuals to have a try. They also 
provide the perfect opportunity to talk and develop 
language. 

• Timing skills, wait for something to appear on screen 
before pressing a mouse and/or switch or touching 
the screen to get a reward.

• Develop mouse skills and use of a touch screen.
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Games, activities and resources!

Early Years - A great selection of early learning activities, 
including beautifully animated early cause and effect programs, 
designed for both touch screen and early switch users.

Games - The games section is by far the most popular section 
of HelpKidzLearn. Learners can expect endless hours of fun 
and enjoyment from games, such as the traditional Snakes and 
Ladders game to the cool DJ Master.

Stories - Stories and Songs contain activities that will engage 
your learners and make it fun. Activities such as Counting Songs 
encourage learners to count from 1 to 5 with a catchy song and 
a pond full of sharks. This section has a great selection of switch 
accessible stories from Inclusive SwitchIt! Series.

Creative - Train Tracker is the most popular activity on 
Helpkidzlearn.com - make your own track and watch the train 
go round and round. Other activities allow you to simply color 
a picture or create a monster from different animal parts, the 
possibilities are endless!

Find Out  - Explore Sunny Street and find out about the 
characters and the sounds they make, or use your switch to 
explore Mandy’s house.

Enjoy HelpKidzLearn today and have full access to games, 
resources, future updates and more. www.HelpKidzLearn.com

Here is what some of you have told us about 
HelpKidzLearn activities.
“What a fabulous, interactive song for counting. Great visuals! My littlies 
love it.”

“This has helped my student with an IEP goal for numbers learning his 
1-5. All year he has been confused. Within days he has learnt it using this 
program.”

“A great way to involve children – five stars!”

“Oh my gosh, this is awesome!”

“Wonderful program which allows for huge differentiation and extension 
opportunities.”

.com.com

On-Line Resources
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On-Line Resources

Create, edit and play personalized learning materials that can be used in your classroom and with 
individual students securely online and then download them to your iPad or Android tablet!

Personalized Learning

Turn photographs, symbols, text and sounds into: 
• Cause and effect activities.
• Literacy activities.
• Reward music choice board. 
• Question and answer activities. 
• Games .
• Quizzes and so much more…

Best Solution for Special 
Needs Students

ICT Special Educational
Needs Solutions

Special Educational 
Resource or Equipment

Free iPad & Android App

Download your personalized learning activities on to 
your iPad or Android tablet using the FREE ChooseIt! 
Maker 3 Apps and then use your learning materials 
OFFLINE.

Download the 
Award Winning 

App Today!

www.helpkidzlearn.com/cm3-signup
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Share Activities
Share your ChooseIt! Maker 3 activities with colleagues, friends and 
loved ones. CM3 subscribers can share their activities to: 

• Other ChooseIt! Maker 3 online accounts.
• Free CM3 iPad Apps.
• Free CM3 Android Apps.

FREE CM3 sample activities: JDDVAG, XJAPHY, PXUBUR, XGPVTM

Login, subscribe or download the CM3 App to redeem these free share 
codes.

On-Line Resources

Take a photo with your 
webcam, record sounds, 
draw or paint and make an 
activity with your child or 
class in minutes. They can 
all join in and then proudly 
present it to the rest of the 
school, family and friends.
ChooseIt! Maker 3 is an important tool for those learners 
who respond best to familiar materials, such as pictures 
of themselves, their families, their classmates and 
places they know well. 

‘Easy Flow’ Editor

Each activity created in ChooseIt! Maker 3 can be 
accessed using:

• Mouse and keyboard.
• iPad and Android tablets.
• Touch screens.
• Interactive classroom displays.
• One or two switches.
• Eye gaze.

CM3 Access Options

With ChooseIt! Maker 3, create, edit or play your activities securely anywhere 
online via Windows or Macintosh OS X. Download your activities to multiple 
iPad or Android tablets using the FREE ChooseIt! Maker 3 App and then learn 
OFFLINE!

Progression and Achievement 
Recording

Every ChooseIt! 
Maker 3 activity 
you create will 
automatically 
record the learner’s 
progression and 
achievements 
based on the questions they have answered. These 
results can be saved for your records or shared with the 
learner’s friends and family.

Use ChooseIt! Maker 3 anywhere

As well as adding your 
own images, ChooseIt! 
Maker 3 includes a ready 
made IT Media Library 
with over 30,000 symbols 
and pictures. Make 
activities using Widgit 
Symbols, SymbolStix 
Symbols and Inclusive 
Technology’s pictures. 

30,000+ Symbols

For Latest Subsciption and Pricing Options see inclusivetlc.com.com
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Curriculum

The ChooseIt! Ready-mades Series are a huge collection of educational activities 
we have created using our popular title ChooseIt! Maker 2 (see page 41). Choose 
from 20 titles covering Literacy, Numeracy and Science, offering comprehensive 
coverage of the (K through 5) curriculum.

Structured to support early literacy skills within the 
elementary curriculum. Choose from eight titles:

• CH42 Listening Skills.
• CH36 Initial Letters.
• CH40 Initial Blends: Letters.
• CH34 Initial Sounds.
• CH38 Initial Blends: Sounds.
• CH44 Alphabet.
• CH30 Everyday Words.
• CH32 Tricky High Frequency Words.

Each CD has over 25 activities with multiple pages. The full 
set has over 250 activities and 5,000 pages!

ChooseIt! Literacy Series

CHxx Windows CD-Rom (each title) $59

CH52-B All eight titles single user CD-Rom $399

ChooseIt! Numeracy Series
These activities map directly to pre-numeracy and numeracy 
targets.  
Choose from seven titles:

• CH08 Early Number.
• CH14 Number 0 to 5.
• CH16 Number 5 to 10.
• CH18 Number 0 to 100.
• CH10 Foundation Shape, Space and Measure.
• CH12 Key Stage 1 Shape, Space and Measure.
• CH20 Time.

The full set contains a total of 237 activities and over 6,000 
pages!

CHxx Windows CD-Rom (each title) $59

CH51-B All seven titles single user CD-Rom $349

ChooseIt! Science Series

Structured to support early science skills within the 
elementary curriculum.  
Choose from five titles:

• CS20 Foundation Living Things.
• CS24 Materials.
• CS26 Light, Sound and Space.
• CS22 K-5 Living Things.
• CS28 Forces and Electricity.

The full set has 151 activities and nearly 3,000 pages!

CSxx Windows CD-Rom (each title) $59

CS30-B All five titles single user CD-Rom $249

Titles are available to purchase separately or as multiple users, site licences or Series bundles.
Please specify titles when ordering.

See www.inclusivetlc.com for full details of all titles and purchasing options.

Buy all
eight and
save $73!

Buy all
seven and
save $64!

Buy all
five and

save $50!
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Inclusive TLC Special Needs 
2206 Legacy Oak Drive, Waxhaw, NC 28173

Fed ID # 76-0811064
1-800-462-0930      www.inclusiveTLC.com

phone: 1-704-243-3622      fax: 1-704-243-3623
email: info@inclusiveTLC.com

Prices shown here are the lowest available in this 
catalog: see product pages for multi-user options. 
We reserve the right to change prices if necessary.

Hardware

A
Applicator 3

B
Battery Device Adapter - AA 27
Battery Device Adapter - CD 27
Big Grip Case for iPad 7
Big Grip Stand  7

C
Clevy Keyboard 21
Clevy Keyguard 21
Compact Keyboard & Guard USB 21
Compact Keyboard USB 21
Control 27
Control - Starter Pack 27
Control Lite 27
Control Lite - Starter Pack 27
Control Pro 27
Control Pro - Starter Pack 27
Crick USB Switch Box 24

D
DJ S/w Interface Pro 6 (USB) 24

E
Easy Switch Bundle 16

G
Gooseneck Mount for iPad 6
Gooseneck Mounting Arm 26
Grip Case for iPad 7
GRIP Mat 26

H
Hipster - Carry Case (for Big Grips) 7
Holder with Clamp for iPad 6
Holder with VFA for iPad 6
Inclusive EyeGaze Foundations 9
Inclusive MultiSwitch 2 24

I
iSlope - iPad Stand 6
iSwitch 4

J
J-Pad - i-Pad Interface 5
Joystick 15
Joystick - Starter Pack 13

K
Keyboard  15
Keyboard - Starter Pack 13
Keyboard Keyguard 15
Keyboard Stickers - Alphabet 21
Keyboard Stickers b-on-w Full 21
Keyboard Stickers b-on-y Full 21
Keyboard Stickers w-on-b Full 21
KidTRAC - Inclusive 20
KidTRAC - Multicolor  20

M
Magic Arm 26
Maxess Switch Mount  26
Maxess Switch Tray  26
myGaze Assistive System 8

N
n-ABLER Joystick 18
n-ABLER Pro Joystick 17
n-ABLER Pro Rollerball 17
n-ABLER Rollerball 18

O 
Optima Joystick 19
Optima Rollerball 19
Optimax Wireless Joystick 19
Optimax Wireless Rollerball 19
Orbitrack 19

P
Pal Pad Switch-Large 23
Pal Pad Switch-Mini  23
Pal Pad Switch-Small 23

R
Receive 15
Receive Micro 15
Rollerball 15
Rollerball - Starter Pack 13

S
Scribe - Case and Keyboard for iPad 7
Send 15
Send - Starter Pack 13
Send 6 25
Send 6 - Starter Pack 25
Send Pro 15
Send Pro - Starter Pack 13
Simple Switch Box 24
Simply Works 12
SimplyWorks Classroom /iPad Kit 14
SimplyWorks Classroom Kit 14
SimplyWorks for iPad 5
SimplyWorks for iPad 15
Single Button Mouse 20
Smooth Talker 29
Smoothie Switch Large 22
Smoothie Switch Small  22
Switch (Large) - Starter Pack 23
Switch (Large) 2 - Starter Pack 23
Switch Large  16
Switch Large - Starter Pack  14
Switch Small  16
Switch Small - Starter Pack  14
Switch2Scan iPad S/w Interface 5
Switcher 4 25

T
Table Top Suction Mount for iPad 6
Track-it 20

U
USB Switch 23
USB Switch 25

V
Variable Friction Arm (VFA) 26

Software

A
Attention & Looking 1 0

B
Big Bang 3 3
Big Bang Patterns 3 3
Big Bang Pictures 3 3

C
C & T Fairy Tales  3 9
C & T Legends  3 9
C & T Nursery Rhymes 3 9
C & T More Nursery Rhymes  3 9
ChooseIt Ready Mades - Literacy 4 6
ChooseIt Ready Mades - Numeracy 46
ChooseIt Ready Mades - Science 4 6
ChooseIt! Maker 2  4 1
Choosing & Learning 1 1
Counting Songs 1 3 8
Counting Songs 2 3 8

E
Exploring & Playing 1 0
Eye Can Fly  4 8

F
First Keys 3 CD 4 0

H
HelpKidzLearn 4 2

I
IT Mouse Skills  4 0

L
Learning Curve Bundle 1 1

M
Matrix Maker Plus 3 1

S
Switch Skills - Scanning  3 7
Switch Skills 1 3 6
Switch Skills 2  3 6
Switch Skills 3 3 6
Switch Skills for 2 Set 1  3 7
Switch Skills for 2 Set 2  3 7
SwitchIt Dinosaurs Extra 3 5
SwitchIt Extra Bundle 1 3 4
SwitchIt Extra Bundle 2 3 5
SwitchIt Extra Bundle 3 3 5
SwitchIt Maker 2 4 1
SwitchIt Sports Extra  3 5
SwitchIt Transport Extra 3 5
SwitchIt! Farm Extra  3 4
SwitchIt! Hygiene Extra  3 5
SwitchIt! People Extra 3 4
SwitchIt! Technology 3 5
SwitchIt! Weather Extra  3 4
SwitchIt! Wildlife Extra  3 5

T 
Target & Touch - Music 3 2
Target & Touch Patterns 3 2

Index

Shipping Charges (contiguous USA)
$1 - $150 = $10
$151 - $500 = $15
$501 - $1000 = $20
For orders of $1001 and above, shipping is 2% of the order value.
The exceptions are: Touchscreen Monitors - $20 each.
Touch PC systems - $50 each.
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TLC

Watch us build this new learning resource.

.com.com

See page 4-5

New website coming Spring 2012.
New regular updates.
100’s of accessible games and activities online.
Make learning enjoyable and entertaining!

HelpKidzLearn is already enjoyed by over half a million 
learners! We are now going to build considerably on the 
popular activities, games and resources to provide a first 
class service at a modest subscription which will launch in 
Spring 2012. Until then enjoy HelpKidzLearn today and 
have full access to games, resources, future updates and 
more.

The world's first magical flying adventure designed 
especially for eye gaze devices. Let Aimee guide you 
through 24 unique and exciting missions. Master 
control of your aircraft to become a fully fledged pilot 
while learning Geography skills such as compass directions, 
landmarks and regions across the world as well as enhancing 
your eye gaze skills. In addition to eye gaze, play can also 
be controlled with any mouse pointer device, the keyboard, 
switches and joysticks.

Single User Activation Code $295

5 User Activation Code $590

10 User Activation Code $885

Eye Can Fly

This product is delivered via Download – please provide  
Email address with order.

For our full range of EyeGaze solutions 
see pages 8 – 11.
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